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The Design of Nonlinear Filters and Control Systems. 
Part I* 
JACOB KATZENELSON AND LEONARD A. GOULD 
Electronic Systems Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
The objectives of this paper are to provide a systematic analytical  
approach to the synthesis of continuous nonl inear filters and to apply 
the results to a var iety of problems, e.g., f i ltering of signals from 
noise, characterizat ion of nonl inear systems, and the design of com- 
pensation etworks for control systems. The problems are i l lustrated 
in Fig. 1. 
The work starts from the concept of a functional as tile mathe-  
matical  representat ive of a system. The opt imum possible functional  
for any part icular  problem is approximated by a finite number of 
Volterra kernels. A typical  question which the paper attempts to 
answer is : 
"Given an input (signal plus noise) which is a sample funct ion 
from a stat ionary,  ergodic, random process and using the mean- 
square error criterion, what is the opt imum filter consisting of a 
finite number of Volterra kernels to filter the signal from the noise? ''1 
This type of question leads to a set of simultaneous integral  equa- 
tions for which an iterat ive method of solution is provided. Examples 
and applications to filtering and control are discussed. 
Part  IX of the paper will describe an experimental ppl ication of 
the theory to the characterizat ion f the servomechanism associated 
with the pupil of the human eye. A measure of the complexity of the 
experiment will be developed and the applicabi l i ty of the method 
to real problems will be discussed from this point of view. 
INTRODUCTION 
Whi le  s impl i c i ty  is the  obv ious  advantage  in des ign ing  a l inear  sys-  
tem a quest ion  wh ich  usua l ly  remains  unanswered  is the  amount ,  in  
* This work was made possible by the support  extended M.I .T.  by the U. S. 
Army Research Office under Contract  No. DA-ARO(D)-31-124-G193 and was 
carried out as part  of a doctoral program in Electrical Engineering. 
t A filter which consists of ho, hi ,  h2, h~ , . . .  , h,~ is called a filter of degree n and 
sometimes will be denoted as <h0 , hi , h~ , - . .  , h~>. Every kernel h i is called a 
kernel of order j.  Its corresponding filter is a filter of order j.  
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FIG. 1. Nonlinear filtering and nonlinear (cascade) compensation 
terms of system performance, which one pays for the simplifying assump- 
tion. Although this question seems to haunt the field of linear systems 
from its early beginning, until recently, very little systematic work has 
been done in the area of nonlinear systems. 
In nonlinear systems, as in linear systems, the first problem which 
one has to face is how to specify and characterize a nonlinear time in- 
variant system. In answering this question the system engineer is look- 
ing for a convenient, workable description of the output in terms of the 
input. 
One possible way to describe a nonlinear system is by the differential 
equation which relates the input and the output (Cunningham, 1958; 
Minorsky, 1957). This approach as the same disadvantage which the 
linear differential equation has in linear theory; it is not convenient from 
the system point of view (Bagdadi, 1961). Usually, the differential 
equation is an implicit description of the input-output relation and the 
equation by itself does not specify the system where by the term "sys- 
tem" we mean the assignment of an output o every input. Additional 
conditions have to be given to assure uniqueness, for example, initial 
conditions in a transient problem. 
A systematic approach to the characterization f nonlinear systems 
by an explicit description of the input-output relation was started by 
Prof. Norbert Wiener. His work, which is summarized in (Wiener, 
1958), was followed by the works of Singleton (1950), Zadeh (1953), 
Bose (1956), Barrett, Brilliant (1958), Zames (1961), and others. (See 
Zadeh (1961) for a survey of the area.) 
The main new concept established by these works is the view of the 
functional as the mathematical equivalent of a system. A function 
associates a value f(x) with each value of the independent variable 
within some domain of the independent variable. A functional connects 
a value, F(x(t)), to every function x(t) which is in some domain of 
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definition in function space. Similarly, a system connects a value, the 
present output, to a function, the past input. This point of view re- 
duces the problem of characterization f a system with a given class 
of inputs to characterization f a functional which operates on a certain 
class of functions. In these works the class of input functions is an 
ergodic, stationary, random process and the criterion of performance is 
the mean-square error. 
The various works in this field can be classified according to the way 
they answer two basic questions; First, what assumptions are made 
about the input random process, and second, what form is imposed on 
the optimum filter? 
The work of Wiener (1958) and Barrett assume a complete statistical 
knowledge of the input--a gaussian process. In this case it is convenient 
to use the special properties of the gaussian process and describe the 
system in terms of orthogonal functionals. These are the Hermite- 
Laguerre polynomials and convolution-like integrals operating on 
Hermite polynomials. 
A knowledge of second order statistics p(x (t~), x (t2)) which have a 
diagonal expansion (class A) is assumed by Barrett and Lampard 
(1955). It was shown by Zadeh (1957) that filters of a certain class are 
given by very simple relations when the input signal is of class A. 
Other works which concern special input processes are those by 
Nuttall (1958), George (1959), and Chesler (1960). 
All the above work is dependent upon special properties of the inputs. 
The primary advantage is that the result is expressible in a neat 
analytical form. 
Works by Bose (1956) and Zames (1961) describe methods for a 
general type of input. Bose's gate functions remain orthogonal for any 
kind of input process. Therefore, this method is suitable for an orthogonal 
expansion of the filter regardless of the properties of the random process. 
Zames (1961) characterizes the system and the probability distribu- 
tion of the past of the signal by a Wiener expansion and provides a 
way of constructing Wiener filters for nongaussian noise. 
The method which is described in the present work provides a sys- 
tematic analytical approach to the design of a continuous filter. The 
input can be any type of random process provided certain averages exist. 
The work starts from the description of a continuous functional by 
Volterra integrals (Volterra, 1930). 
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y( t) = how J~ hl(~)x(t T) dr 
+ 
+ 
where Q is the domain of integration (the domain on which x(t) is 
defined.) Frechet (1910) proved that any continuous functional y[x(t)] 
defined on {x(t)} with {x(t)} a set of continuous functions defined on a 
finite interval [a, b] can be represented by Volterra integrals. Brilliant 
(1958) reproved the theorem, extended the proof to an infinite intervM 
and thoroughly investigated its meaning for system applications. It 
appears as if this representation was first used for circuit analysis by 
Wiener in 1942. 
Generally speaking we would like to answer aquestion of the following 
nature: Assume that the best possible filter (Doob, 1953) (a filter which 
performs the best operation for filtering a signal from noise, for example, 
under some general restriction like physical realizability.) can be repre- 
sented by this series. How can we find the h~, n = 1, --- , oo, which 
specify the filter? At present he answer to this question is not known 
except in some very special cases concerning aussian processes. On the 
other hand it is doubtful whether we really need the expression for the 
optimum possible filter for any type of random process. In general, we 
can expect his filter to be given by a considerable number of high-order 
kernels. From the engineering point of view the construction ofhigher-- 
and higher-- order kernels might be quite complicated and, in many 
cases, impractical. 
Instead of an expression for the optimum possible filter we would like 
to have a method of approximation which starts with simple elements 
and, by increasing the complexity, is able to approximate he optimum 
possible filter to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. The last point is 
important as it assures that the method by itself would not impose 
limitations on the performance of the filter. 
Of course, any approximation is expected to yield better performance 
than Wiener's optimum linear filter, with the cost, naturally, of in- 
creasing the complexity of the system. These problems motivate the 
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following question which is typical of the questions which this work 
attempts to answer: 
"Given an input (signal plus noise) which is a sample function of a 
stationary random process and using the mean-square error criterion, 
what is the optimum filter of degree n (a filter which consists 
of hi, h2, • • • , ha) to filter the signal from the noise? ''~ 
A similar question is asked and answered in this work with regard to 
prediction, filtering, and control compensation networks for nonmini- 
mum phase linear networks and linear networks with constraints (for 
'linear compensation see Newton et al., 1957). The filter which is defined 
'by the above question is one possible approximation to the best possible 
filter which is expressed by an infinite number of kernels. Obviously, 
'taking the optimum filter of degree n is better than or equivalent to 
taking the first n terms in the Volterra series of the best possible filter. 
With the increase of the number of kernels taken, the error e~ decreases. 
As n goes to infinity the filter with a finite number of kernels approaches 
the optimum possible filter. When viewed from this point of view 
Wiener's optimum linear filter (Wiener, 1949; Lee, 1960) is the case 
n = 1. It is clear that by taking higher-order kernels the performance 
is improved. 
It is also clear that this method provides away to start from relatively 
simple elements and increase the complexity as the accuracy require- 
ments are increased. Here, of course, a question might arise as to the 
meaning of simplicity and complexity. For example, when h~ is con- 
sidered, some second-order terms, like combinations of linear networks 
and squarers, are quite simple to realize whereas others which may involve 
multipliers are complicated. As a result one can expect hat, after the 
kernels are found, some additional approximations will be made. How- 
ever, no further estriction on the class of functionals can be made with- 
out giving up the requirement that the approach be both systematic 
and uniform. 
Although the expression for the optimum possible filter is not very 
important, the knowledge of e® -3, the least possible error, as compared 
with e~ ~, is of value, as this will determine the accuracy of the approxi- 
mation and therefore the number of kernels, and perhaps which kernels 
one will choose to build. So far, it is not known how to calculate e~ 2, 
and it is necessary to evaluate the kernels ha in order to find e~ 2. 
Our work describes the problem, determines the integral equations 
which define the solution in terms of the h~ , and provides an iteration 
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method for finding these h~'s. The advantage of this iteration method 
is that at each step one has a physically meaningful result which is a filter 
that is optimum in some sense. From the second step on the result is 
better than that of the linear optimum filter. Every additional iteration 
step decreases the mean-square rror. It is proyed that the iteration 
process converges to the optimum filter. ~ 
The number of the kernels h, ,  i -- 1 • • • n, which are chosen at the 
beginning of the design procedure is arbitrary, but the calculation of 
the mean square error, e~ 2, after each iteration step and the checking of 
the improvement achieved by adding an additional kernel h~+l indicates 
how profitable it is to increase the accuracy of the solution or the num- 
ber of kernels involved. 
As will be shown later, the statistical data needed to specify a filter of 
degree n are the first 2n autocorrelation functions and the first n cross- 
correlation functions. This indicates a systematic approach to the 
characterization f an arbitrary random process which is motivated by 
the type of operation (in this case, filtering) which one intends to per- 
form on the process, namely, characterization f a process by its various 
correlation functions. 
To illustrate this point let us assume that one has to characterize 
noise at the output of some system. The way to get the statistical 
properties of the noise is to measure statistical averages. The mean and 
standard deviations will do if a very limited knowledge of the noise is 
required. A measurement of the autocorrelation function and cross- 
correlation with some desired signal would be the next step. This will 
provide all the information ecessary for the design of a linear filter. 
If it is assumed that the foregoing measurements contain all the possible 
statistical information about the noise, it is in fact assumed that the 
noise is gaussian and thus the kind of filter one must construct is de- 
termined. If more information is sought about the noise, higher-order 
autocorrelations will be measured. The random process is, in effect, 
defined in terms of these autocorrelations and, accordingly, more com- 
plex nonlinear filters can legitimately be constructed. 
NONLINEAR CORRECTIONS TO AN OPT IMUM L INEAR F ILTER 
This section treats a problem which is different from the design of the 
optimum nth-order filter. Although different, the problems are related 
and the solution of the simpler problem which is presented here gives 
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some insight to the filtering question and shows the way for solving the 
more general problem. 
The problem is illustrated by Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, x ~ is a sample function 
from a stationary ergodic random process; xd is the desired output- -a  
stationary ergodic random process related to x'; hi is the optimum phys- 
ically realizable linear filter which minimizes the mean-square dif- 
ference between its output, x, and xd, (xd -- x)2. 2 In cascade with hi 
there is a second-order filter, h2, in parallel with an identity operator, 1. 
The output of the whole filter is denoted by y. Clearly, h~ is a second- 
order correction to the optimum linear filter. The question to be answered 
is: What is the optimum second-order kernel h2 which minimizes 
(xd(t) -- y(t))2? 
(xd -- y)~ = E ~(xd( t )  -- x ( t )  
\ 
(1) 
f _ 3} 
Now, xa(t)  - x ( t )  is actually the error which remains after filtering 
the signal with an optimum linear filter. Let us denote the error at the 
output of the linear filter by el and the error at the output of the whole 
filter by e2. Using this notation in Eq (1) we get 
e2 = (e~(t) -- h2(a ,¢ )x ( t -  a )x ( t  -- ~) da de) 2 (2) 
The problem is to find h~(a, ~) which minimizes the above expression. 
In order to find the condition which h~ has to fulfill to minimize e2  
one uses the calculus of variations in the same way as it is used to 
2 E[x] is the mathematical expectation of x and is also represented by 2. 
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obtain the Wiener-Hopf equation for the optimum linear filter. (Wiener, 
1949 ; Levinson, 1949; Lee, 1960). The result is: 
(3) 
for~'l >-O,r~ => 0 
where 
~bqx~(tl, t~) = O(g)x ( t  - -  t l )x ( t  - -  t2)  (4) 
and 
4~ . . . .  ( t~ - -  t2 ,  t l  - -  a ,  t2 - -  ~)  = x ( t  - -  a )x ( t  - -  ~)x( t  - -  t l )x ( t  - -  t2)  (5) 
Note that Eq. (3) is a two-dimensional linear integral equation of the 
first kind and gives the unknown kernel h2 in terms of two correlation 
functions--a third-order correlation, ¢°~,  between the error, el, and 
the signal, x, and a fourth-order autocorrelation function, ¢ . . . . .  of the 
signal, x. This is directly analogous to the Wiener-Hopf equation for an 
optimum linear filter: 
P 
,x~d(~) = J0 ~x(T  - . )h ( . )  d~ for ~ >__ 0 (6) 
However, there is a major difference between the two equations. While 
the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is a convolution-type in- 
tegral, the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is not a convolution in two 
variables ince 0 .... depends on T~ -- ~'2 in addition to rl -- a and r2 -- f~. 
Consequently, the Wiener-Hopf technique (spectrum factorization) is 
not generally suitable for solving this equation. Only in the case where 
the fourth-order correlation function of the signal is factorable in the 
form 
. . . .  (h  - t~ ,  h - a ,  t2 - f l )  = 6( t~ - t2 )cp(h  - a ,  t2 - f i )  (7) 
does Eq. (3) reduce to a Wiener-Hopf type integral equation and a 
spectrum factorization technique can be then used to solve the problem. 
Only the general case will be considered here. The special case of Eq. 
(7) and its solution by a multidimensional spectrum factorization will 
be treated in a future paper. 
Returning to Fig. 2 it is clear that an equation similar to Eq. (3) 
would result if we preferred to correct h~ by a third-order filter, h3, a 
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x' ~ y' 
FIG. 3. Example of cascade configuration 
fourth-order filter, h4, or a filter of order n. Similarly, instead of having 
hi as the first filter in Fig. 2, one can have any type of filter there and 
correct it with an arbitrary h~. For example, the place of hi in Fig. 2 
can be taken by hi with an optimum second-order correction. This 
filter might be improved by adding an nth-order correction giving rise to 
the configuration of Fig. 3. 
Thus the general problem of this section is, in fact, the designing of 
an optimum correction of degree n to an existing filter in the configura- 
tion of Fig. 2. When the existing filter is an optimum filter of its kind, 
the solution of the problem will provide a method of improving the 
filter by adding a cascade correction. The resulting equations are similar 
to the Wiener-Hopf equation for the linear filter where the place of 
xd is taken by the error which remains after the filtering by the first 
stage. 
The following two questions given some insight into the cascade 
configuration: 
1. Using the configuration of Fig. 3, where hi is the optimum linear 
filter, can the performance of hi be improved by putting a linear filter, 
kl, in place of h2 ? Obviously, the combination of hi and ]~1 is still a 
linear filter and as hi is the optimum linear filter, it cannot be improved 
by kl • However, it is of interest o see how this question is answered by 
considering the integral equation which corresponds to Eq. (3). 
The integral equation for/~1 is 
P 
EI(t)x(~ -- r~) = Jo k~(a) x(t  -- o~)x(t -- "rl) do~ for rl > 0 (8) 
The error at time t, e(t), and the signal at time to, x(to),  where to < t, 
are uncorrelated (Davenport and Root, 1958). As the error has mean 
zero, the left-hand side of (8) is zero for ~1 > 0. 
f o = k l ( ,~)x ( t  - ~)x ( t  - ~-1) d~ .1  >- o 
A filter which fulfills Eq. (8) would not have any effect on the mean 
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square error as can be concluded from 
__  - -  fo m e2 2 = e2 2 - -  2 k l (a )~t ( t )x ( t  - -  a )  da  
+ J0 J0 -  )x(t - 
Therefore kl(a) = 0 will do just as well. 
2. Let both x '  and xa be gaussian processes. Can the performance of 
hi be improved by a correction of degree n? The question will lead to 
an equation which is similar to Eq. (3): 
P Qo ¢~o P 
h~(a l , - . .  , an)  
(9) 
• x ( t  - -  a l )  " ' "  z ( t  - -  a~)x( t  - -  rl) " '"  x( t  - -  r~)  da~ . "  dam 
for rl " '"  rn > 0 
Since in gaussian processes no correlation between the error and the 
signal implies independence, 
e l ( t )x ( t  - -  r l )  " ' "  x ( t  - -  r , )  = e l ( t )x ( t  - -  r l ) "  . x ( t  - -  r.) 
As the mean of el(t) is zero, the left-hand side of Eq. (9) is zero and, 
again, h~ = 0 will do just as well. One obtains a variant of the well 
known fact that the best possible filtering of a gaussian process can 
be done by a linear filter. 
In  the following we shall consider the solution of Eq. (3) as the 
method of its solution is the same as that of an equation involving a 
kernel of any order n. 
Let us note the following properties of the equation and the random 
process. We assume that the even-order autocorrelation functions are 
bounded. Autocorrelations of order 2 ~ are bounded by their value at the 
origin. Even-order autocorrelation can be bounded by suitable moments. 
This can be deduced by successive use of the Schwartz inequality. In the 
same way and from the assumption that xa 2 is bounded it follows that 
the erosscorrelations of the type ¢~=(a,/~) are also bounded. 
4~(r l  -- ~2, ~, - a, r: - ~) is completely symmetrical in r l ,  r2 ,  ~,  
and ~. In particular, ¢.. . .  ( r l ,  r2, a,/~) = ¢==(a,/3, r l ,  r2). 
Equation (3) can be written in the form: 
f K ( t ,  s )h (s )  ds  for t > 0 (10) f ( t )  Ja 
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where s denotes the combination of variables a, ~ and t denotes the 
combination tl, t~ ; f(t) denotes 4'~1~(ti, t2) and K(t, s) is ¢ .. . .  (tl, t2, a, 
8). The domain of integration is denoted by ~. We can eliminate the 
condition t _-> 0 by multiplying the two sides of the equation by l(t l)  X 
l(t~), where l (t)  denotes a step function [l(t) = 1, t > 0; l ( t )  = 0, 
t < 0]. If we again denote l(t l)  X l(t~) X 4,,1~(tl, t2) ¢,lx~(tl, t2) by 
f(t) and 4, . . . .  (t i ,  t2, a, ~)1(t~)l(t2) by K(t, s), Eq. (10) becomes 
fe K(t, s)h(s) ds (11) f(t) 
As before, K is symmetrical nd bounded. A property of K required in 
the sequel is that K(t, s) is square integrable. This means that 
fofo KS(s, t)ds dt 
If one is designing filters which operate on a finite part of the past, ~t is a 
finite interval and the integrable square property of K follows from the 
fact that it is bounded. 
For a filter which operates on the infinite past, this is not necessarily 
so. In order that K(s, t) be square integrable, K(s, t) as a function of 
s, t has to attenuate "fast enough" as the variables s and t approach 
infinity so that the integral f~K~(s, t)ds dt will converge. However 
4' . . . .  (t~ -- t2, t~ -- a, t~ --/~) is not L 2 (square integrable)in ti ,  t2, a, ~, as 
its value remains constant. This difficulty can be overcome by attenuat- 
ing the past of the signal. We assume that at time t the filter h~ operates 
on x(t - r)e-k~(k > 0) instead of operating on x(t -- r). This means 
that the past is attenuated exponentially according to its distance from 
the present. Using the attenuated past Eq. (3) becomes: 
Jo Jo (12) 
• e -k(~1+~2+"+~) da dE for rl => O, r~ => 0 
Again let 
K(s, t) = 4' .... (rl - -  r~, rl ,  
--k(rl +rD 1 
f ( t )  = 4,,~(n, ~-.e ~(~-~)1(~) 
- -  a, r2 - -  a)e-kC~+~+~)l(rl)l(r2) 
h(s) = h2(a, 8) 
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Then we get 
f(t) = fu K(s, t)h(s) ds (13) 
The kernel K is still symmetric and in addition it is now L :. The same 
operation converts f(t) into an L 2 function. It has to be emphasized that 
with respect o the mean square rror nothing is lost by introducing the 
weighing function. In fact, one can view the attenuation i  the following 
way: Let y(t) be the output of a second order filter h~ 
ao 
y(t) = fo fo h2(a,~)x(t--~)x(t--~)do~d~ 
(14) 




k~(a, ~) = h(a, ¢)e ÷~("+~) 
ao 
y(t) = f~ fo k:( . ,~)~(t - .)¢-~"x(t - ~)~-~ d~d~ (15) 
Comparison of Eq. (14) with Eq. (15) shows that the use of a weighing 
function does not change the output, the input, or the filter, but changes 
what is called the signal and what is called the filter. 
From the fact that K(s, t) is a bounded symmetric function it follows 
(Courant and Hilbert, 1953; Smithies, 1958) that K(s, t) possesses a set 
of eigenfunctions ~ and eigen values hl such that 
x~ f~ K(s, t)¢~(s) ds = ~(t)  
f(t) is an L ~ function, and, as shown in Appendix A, it can be specified 
in the mean by the eigenfunctions of K(s, t). 
Therefore, the operator 
hn(t) = ~ X~(f,~)~(t) (16) 
where 
(f, ~)  = f f (t)~(t)  dt 
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solves Eq. (13) in the mean (Appendix A). That is, 
f(t) = 1.i.m. f_ hn(s)K(s, t) ds (17) 
Uniqueness of the solution can be demonstrated in a manner similar 
to that used for the general case treated in a subsequent section (see Ap- 
pendix B). hn(t) = ~_,i ~ kdf, ~I,~)~(t) can be considered to be an ap- 
proximate solution of the integral equation and an approximation to 
h(t) = ]im~_~hn. However, h certainly cannot be considered a function 
from a strict point of view. Nothing has been said in any sense about 
convergence of the series ~=lk~(f ,  ~ i )~dt ) .  Indeed, according to 
Picard (Smithies, 1958), a necessary and sufficient condition for h to be 
an L 2 solution of the equation is 
i~1  
So far, it is not clear what conditions the process has to satisfy in 
order that the above condition will be fulfilled. 
However, the properties of h as a function are of no interest o us, as 
the kind of solution which we seek for the integral equation is an operator 
and not a function. As a representation f an operation (or generalized 
function) the series l.i.m . . . .  ~-]1 n k~(f, ~I,~)~(t) has to converge after 
operating on a function of a suitable class, that is, an input which is a 
sample function of the given random process. (For generalized functions 
and the concept of convergence of a generalized function see Kolmogorov 
and Fomin (1957).) Unless the problem is of such a nature that the 
eigenfunction of K(s, t) can be calculated easily, and the series 
can be summed to a net analytical expression, filters involving an in- 
finite number of eigenfunctions would not be built. Therefore, it is of 
interest o investigate the properties of the approximation 
h~(t) -- ~ Xdf, ~)~(t )  
i= I  
where only a finite number of eigenfunctions are used to construct he 
filter. One can start from the assumption that K(s, t) is given and has 
to be approximated by n normalized orthogonal functions xI,~(t), ¢~(t) 
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so as to minimize 
where 
faf~ ( K (s, t) -- A~(s, t) )~ ds dt 
,~ ~( t )¢~( s ) 
A. (s ,  t) = 
i~1 i 
It  is found (Courant and Hilbert, 1953) that the best approximation to 
K(s ,  t) consists of the first n eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunc- 
tions of the series ks, ),2, "'" where t M / ---- I k~+l t (all i). 3 After this 
approximation has been made the optimum filter is given by a finite 
number of terms: 
h(t) -- ~ hdf,  ~)¢~(t)  
However, the problem is not the approximation of K(s,  t) but the 
minimization of the mean-square error. The question to be answered is: 
What n eigenfunctions should be chosen in order to minimize the error? 
For any n eigenfunctions chosen, the error is (see sequel) 
e2 --~ = el -~ -- L k~(f, ¢~)2 (18)  
Minimization of the expression involves both f(t) and K(s, t) and can- 
not be done without more information about f(t) .  
Another question of some interest is: What are the best n normalized 
orthogonal functions to minimize e2? This question leads to complicated 
equations and so far it has not been answered. 
THE MEAN-SQUARE ERROR 
When the filter h~(t) is used, the mean-square error is 
~-~ = ~t~ - f~ h,.(t)f(t) dt t-  fofo K(t ,s)h~(t)h~(s) dsdt  
(19) 
-fo = e~  -- h~(t)f(t) dt 
e~-~ = ~1-~- ~ xdf, ~)~ (20) 
The process for finding eigenvahies which is described by Courant e~ud Hilbert 
(1953) yields the eigenv~lues arranged in the ~bove order. 
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When the number of terms taken approaches infinity, the error becomes 
-fo ~2 ~ = ~12 - -  h ( t ) f ( t )  dt  (21) 
= el 2 -- ~ k~(f,,I;,) ~ (22) 
i= l  
When written in full, Eq. (21) becomes 
e22 = el 2 - -  h(c~, 13) e~(t)x(t - -  a )x ( t  - -  [3)dad[3 (23) 
This equation is similar in form to the equation for the error which 
remains after filtering with an optimum linear filter (Wiener, 1949) 
- fo ~2 = ~(~)  - -  h (a )xa( t )x ( t  - -  a)  dc~ 
where x( t )  is the signal and xa( t )  the desired output. It is interesting to 
note again that, in the design of h~, el(t) appears in the place where 
xa(t) appears in the design of a linear filter. 
OPTIMUM FILTERS WITH A FINITE SET OF KERNELS 
In this section the methods which were developed above are used to 
solve the general problem: Given an input x and a desired output xd 
which are sample functions of a stationary ergodic random process; 
what is the filter of degree n which minimizes the mean-square error 
J = (xa - -  y ,{x( t )} )  2, 
where y~{x( t )}  denotes the output of the filter? 
A filter which answers the above question has the canonical configura- 
tion of Fig. 4, where a filter of the second degree is described. Consider 
the series configuration of Fig. 2 with hi as the optimum linear filter and 
× ~ + Y 
INPUT OUTPUT 
FIG. 4. A second order filter; parallel configuration 
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h2 as an optimum second-order correction. This filter could not be the 
best possible filter of the second degree or the best possible filter of 
degree n if we continue further the cascade, as we do not change the 
first stage, h,,  when a second stage is added. There is no reason to assume 
a priori that the linear filter of a second-degree optimum filter is equal 
to the optimal inear filter which operates on the same process. 
The method of solving the above problem is demonstrated by usiI~g a 
filter of the second degree. This particular example is used since the 
representation f the solution by using a general filter of degree n com- 
plicates the equations without giving more information or insight than 
the chosen example. 
In Fig. 4 let h0 be a zero-order filter (output is equal to h0 regardless of 
the input), and let h~, h2 be first- and second-order physical realizable 
filters, respectively. The mean-square error at the output is 
{( So j = E xd - ho - h~(a)x ( t  - -  a)  da (24) " "  )~} 
- -  fo fo h2(a, 2 )x ( t - - c~)x( t - -$ )dad~ 
The kernels ho, h~, h2 which minimize the above expression are given 
by the following equations: 
ho = x--d --  fo h~(a)x ( t - -a ) 'da  
-fofo 
f fo 
h2(~, ~)x( t  -- . )x ( t  -- 2) d~ d~ 
(25) 
h l (a )x ( t  - -  a )x ( t  -- vl)  da = xd( t )x ( t  - -  T~) --  hox( t  - -  r~) 
(26) 
- -  Jo Jo h (a , [3)X( t  - -  a )x ( t  -- l~)x(t - r~) dad~ 
for rl => 0 
h2(a ,~)x( t  - -  a )x ( t  - -  ~)x ( t  - -  v l )x ( t  - T2) da d~ 
= xd( t )x ( t  - -  r l )x ( t  - -  r2) - hox( t  - -  T1)x(t  - -  r2) 
(27) 
Qo 
- -  Jo h l (c~)x( t  -- a )x ( t  - -  rl")x(t - -  r2) da 
for ~1,~ => 0 
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The equations are derived by using the calculus of variations and can be 
shown to correspond to a minimum. 
These equations are a set of integral equations which are linear in the 
unknown kernels. This point cannot be overemphasized as the design of 
a nonlinear filter of degree n is reduced to the solution of n linear integral 
equations. 
As a result of the condition r l ,  T2 __--> 0 and the form of the integral 
operators, the equations resemble multidimensional Wiener-Hopf equa- 
tions. But, as was indicated previously, the integrals are not multi- 
dimensional convolution integrals and the problem cannot be solved by 
transform methods. 
From the equations it is seen that a first-degree filter is specified by the 
autoeorrelation f the input and the crosscorrelation between the signal 
x and the desired output xa. A filter of degree n is specified by giving 
the first 2n autocorrelation functions, x ,  xx ,  xxx ,  • • • , and n crosscorrela- 
tions between the input and the desired output, xd, xdx ,  xaxx ,  . . .  
XdX " ' "  X. 
It  is interesting to note the following property of the equations. Let 
us assume that, in Fig. 4, h0 = to0 and hi = /ci are given and it is required 
to find the optimum second-order kernel h~ which minimize the mean- 
square error between a desired output xd and the output of the filter. By 
applying the variational technique to minimize the mean-square error 
there results 
/ ,  
= xa( t )x ( t  - -  T1)x ( t  - -  T2) - -kO x ( t  - -  r~)X(t -- T~) 
P 
- Jo ~(~)x( t  - ~)z ( t  - ~)x ( t  - ~-~) do~ 
for TI,r2 > 0 
which is the same as Eq. (27) except hat k0 and kl replace h0 and hi. 
Therefore, the equation for the optimum hj where the kernels h~, 
i = 1 • • • n , j  - 1, are given is the same as the j th  equation in the system 
of equations which determine the optimum filter of order j. This property 
will be used later for solving the set of equations for the optimum filter 
of degree n. 
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Let 
~o~(t) = ~(t )  - ~o - Jo k~(~)x( t  - ~)  d~ 
~1 is the error which remains after filtering with k0 and ks. The equation 
for the optimum h2(~,/~) becomes 
~Cf~ ° h2(~, ~)x( t  - ~)xct  - ~)xct  - ~ , )~ct  - . )  d~ d~ 
= ~ol ( t )xCt  - -  " r l )x ( t  - -  ~-2) 
for rl,T~ ~ 0 
which can be solved by the use of eigenfunctions and eigenvaines as 
outlined above. 
In the integrals which appear on the left-hand side of Eqs. (25), (26), 
and (27) all kernels ~re symmetric in all variables as they are even- 
order autocorrelation functions. Under the proper assumptions ( ee pre- 
vious section), all the kernels are bounded and can be made square 
integrable by attenuating the past in the same way as was done pre- 
viously. This means that the filters h~(o 0 and h~(a, ~) operate on 
x( t  - -  a)e -k@, x( t  -- ~)e -~, (k > 0) respectively, instead of operating on 
x( t  - a )  and x( t  - -  f l ) .  The following shorthand notation will be used: 
:c--x = l (a ) l ( tOx i t  - -  a )x ( t  - tl) e -k(~+a) 
xxxx  = l (a ) l (5 ) l ( tO l ( t2 )x ( t  - -  a )x ( t  - -  ~)x ( t  - -  t l )  
" x (  t - -  t~2 ~ ¢ "~ " - -k (a '4"#+t l  +t2) 
xxx  = l (a ) l (~) l ( tOx( t  - -  a )z ( t  - -  f l )x ( t  - -  tO  e -k(~+~+t~) 
xdx  = l ( tOxd( t )x ( t  - -  t l )  e -kt~ 
x~xx  = l ( tO l (h )xd( t )x ( t -  tOx( t -  t2) e -k(t l+t~) 
f f h~ ~ da = h~(a)¢(a) da 
p/*  / .  
J J  JO JO 
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Using the above notation Eqs. (25), (26), and (27) become: 
= f - (28) ho 
f f  - f h2 xxxx  da  d~ = xa xx  - -ho  xx  - -  hi  xxx  do~ (30) 
Before actually solving the set of equations let us review a few proper- 
ties. The kernels xx ,  xxxx  of the integrals on the left-hand side of the 
equations are symmetric, bounded and square integrable in each and all 
variables° Therefore ach possesses a set of eigenvalues and correspond- 
ing eigenfunctions (Courant and Hilbert, 1953; Smithies, 1958). All 
eigenvalues are positive since the kernels are positive definite. The func- 
tions appearing on the right-hand side of the set of equations can be 
specified in the mean by using only the set of eigenfunctions of the ker- 
nels which appear on the left-hand side of the corresponding equation. 
(The proof is the same as in Appendix A.) Any of the above equations, 
when the right-hand side function is given, can be solved by using the 
method of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues which was developed above. 
In the following section the above properties are used for developing an 
iteration method for solving the set of integral equations. 
ITERATION METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
In this section an iteration process for solving the filter's equations i
developed. The iteration is done in a way that insures aphysical meaning 
to the result after each iteration step. The iteration can be terminated 
at any step yielding an optimum filter in some sense. The result of the 
iteration process converges to the optimum filter of degree n. 
As before, a filter of the second egree is considered. The equations to 
be solved are Eqs. (28), (29), and (30). 
First stage of the iteration process: 
1. We start the iteration process by asking: What is the optimum 
filter of zero degree, h0 ? As was already mentioned, Eq. (28) specifies the 
optimum h0 when h~ and h2 are given. The above question isanswered by 
solving Eq. (28) when h~ = 0, h2 = 0. The equation becomes 
h o 1 = x-d (31) 
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where the superscript 1 denotes that h01 is the result of the first stage of 
the iteration process. Let us denote the error at the output of ho 1 by eo 1. 
2. The second step answers the question: What is the optimum filter of 
the first degree which is to be connected in parallel with h01? This filter is 
specified by Eq. (29) in which ho is taken equal to h0 ~ and h~ = 0. This 
first-order filter is denoted by h~ 1 and the equation becomes: 
f hl lxx da =x,~x - -  hoIx (32)  
The solution of Eq. (32) yields the linear filter h~ 1 which is the Wiener 
optimum filter when xa = 0. Let us denote the error at the output of 
the filter which consists of h~ 1 and hi ~ by E11. 
3. The third step of the first stage is to find the optimum second-order 
filter h21 when h01 and hi 1 are given. The filter is given by Eq. (30) when 
h0 = h01; hi = hi ~ 
ff 1- -  f h2 xzxz da d~ = zazx - h0%-x - h~%-~ da (33) 
As before we denote the error at the output of the filter which consists 
of h01, hi 1 by e~ 1. 
Second stage of the iteration process: The results of the first stage are 
used as a starting point for improvement. 
In the first step one finds the best zero order filter, h02, when hi 1 and 
h~ ~ are given. The equation is 
h: G f h/i d~ f f  l-- = - - h2 xx da dfl (24) 
The error at the output of (ho ~, hi ~, h~ ~) is denoted by e02. 
The second step yields the best linear filter when h02 and h21 are present. 
The equation is 
f hl xx da = xax - ho% - f f  h~lx-~ da dfl (35) 
The error at the output is denoted by el 2. Similarly h~ 2 and 2 e  result from 
f f  h22x-'x~ da dfl = xaxx -- ho~x"x -- f d,  (36) 
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Continuing in this form the equations at the ith stage are: 
• _ 
ho' = xd  - -  h i  x da  - ,~2 da  dE (37) 
f hl*~ do~ XdX holX ff H- -  = - -  h2 xxx  da  dE (38) 
The iteration results in a series of filters and values for the correspond- 
ing mean-square errors: 
ho x, hi 1, h2 x, h02, h 2 1 , h2 2, ho a, h i  a, h= a, ho 4 " " " 
(~01) 2, (¢I~) ~, (~)'~, (~02) 2, (~:)~, (~2~)~, (~0% (~1~) ~, (~')~, (~0~) ~ " "  
Every three adjoining terms in the hi series have the property that the 
last one is the optimum filter when the two previous ones are present, 
The ~-~ corresponding to the third filter in the three-term subsequenee is 
the mean-square rror of the system represented by the three terms. 
Convergence of the iteration process is discussed in Appendix C, It can 
also be shown that the solution is unique up to a filter (k0, k~, k2) 
which does not effect the mean square error. The proof of uniqueness 
is given in Appendix B. 
Another way of performing the iteration process uses the linearity of 
the integral equations in the following way. Let 
Ah0 ~= h0 ~-  hg -x 
ahl ~ = hi' - h~ -1 (40) 
Aho ~ = h2 ~ -- h~ -1 
with the agreement that 
ho ° = h ° = h ° ~= o 
By substracting Eqs. (37), (38), and (39) for i = j -- 1 from the 
corresponding equations for i = j and using the notations (40) we get 
for j > 1 
-f ff Aho'  = kh{  -~ x da  - 2 xx  dee df l  (41) 
(42) 
aa [ [ ah~'x~ d,~ de = -- aho'xx -- f ah~'xxx da (43) 
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Using these equations, the stages in the iteration process are as follows. 
The first stage is the same as in the former approach. From Eqs. (31), 
(32), and (33), h01, hi 1, and h21 are found. In the second stage, the follow- 
ing question is answered: What filter, Ah01, is tO be added to h0 in order 
that ho -t- Ah~ 1be the optimum zero-order filter when h~  and h21 are 
present? This question is answered by solving Eq. (41) for j = 1 and 
getting Ah01. Similar questions lead to Eqs. (42) and (43) and to Ahl ~ 
and Ah21. The following stages are similar and use the Ah ~-~ to find Ah i. 
This iteration leads to the series 
h01(Ah0°); h~l(Ah~°); h21(Ah2°) ; Ah~l; Ah21; Ah02; Ah12; Ah22 . . .  
where the optimum filter is given by 
h0 = ~ Ah0' 
hi = ~ Ahl ~ 
h2 = ~ Ah:' (44) 
i=0 
One can look at this method as a procedure which, at each step, adds 
a correction of a suitable degree to an existing filter. The sum of the 
successive corrections i the optimum filter. 
Strictly speaking, the two methods are equivalent. Technically, both 
have the advantage that the same eigenfunctions of the kernels xx, xxxx  
appear in all stages of the iteration. Therefore they are computed in the 
beginning once and for all. Practically, the second method might be 
more convenient as the rate of decrease of Ahl k might indicate how good 
an approximation has been achieved. 
It  has to be emphasized that in both methods one does not have to 
start with h0 to calculate hi and continue by calculating h2, etc. At each 
stage any kernel can be calculated first and the fact that in a previous 
stage the order was different is irrelevant. 
x y 
INPUT ~' OUTP~JT 
FI~. 5. A cascade compensation etwork 
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EXPRESSIONS FOR THE REMAINING ERROR 
The mean-square error when the optimum (h0, h,, he} is used is 
{( -~ = E Xd - -  ho - -  h~(a)x(t  - -  a) da 
-- h,(a, 5 )x( t  -- a )x ( t  -- ~) da d[3 
= x:,= + ho ~ + f hl f h~ xx d~ d~ + ffh= ffh= xxxx d,~ d, d~ d, 
-2  f h~ da -2  f hi f f  h~ xxx da dr3 da 
-- 2 f f  h2xxxd da dfl 
By using Eqs. (28), (29), and (30) we get 
(45) 
APPL ICAT ION TO CONTROL 
While the application of the above technique to prediction or filtering 
of signal from noise or combined prediction and filtering is straight- 
forward, the design of nonlinear compensation networks for control 
systems requires ome additional discussion. 
The analytical design technique (Newton et aI., 1957) deals mainly 
with the control problem illustrated in Fig. 5 where g is a fixed network 
and h is a compensation network. It is required to find a linear compen- 
sation network h which optimizes the mean-square difference between 
the output and a desired output. The problem is stated in several forms 
all of which lead to more or less similar equations. 
For a deterministic input x the desired output xd is also deterministic 
The expression is similar in form to the expression for the error in the 
cascade configuration which was discussed previously and to the ex- 
pression of the error when the Wiener linear filter is used. 
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and one has to find the best linear compensation to minimize 
= J0 (Xd(t) -- x( t ) )2dt  
where ~ is called the integral-square error. To insure convergence of the 
integral and to emphasize transient error over steady-state rrors, a 
weighing function is often used and ~ becomes 
= Jo W(t ) (xd( t )  -- x ( t ) )2dt  
When the input is a stationary egodic random process, xa is a related 
random process and the criterion will involve the expectation of the 
square of the difference E(xa( t )  - y(t))2. 
The fixed element g was constrained to be linear. In many problems a
trivial result is obtained if g is invertable, that is, g-1 is a physically 
realizable network. The question has nontrivial mean when g is not a 
minimum phase network (Newton et al., 1957) or when various con- 
straints are used. Typical constraints are minimization of bandwidth 
and a constraint on the amplitude of the signal. 
In the following sections the same compensation problem is treated. 
But instead of limiting the compensation etwork to be linear it is 
limited to be a nonlinear filter of order n. The fixed-element etwork has 
to remain linear. In fact, when the fixed element is not linear the equa- 
tions can become so complicated that it seems to be impractical to solve 
them by the iteration method. 
FREE CONFIGURATION COMPENSATION WITH A DETERMINISTIC INPUT 
In Fig. 5 let us assume x to be a deterministic signal. Let us assume 
is an L function on ( - ~o, 0). If x(t )  is not L 2, but is bounded, that x(t )  " 2 • 
a convergence factor can be used. I t  is required to find (h0, ht, h2} which 
minimizes the expression 
¢o 
~ = fo (xa(t) -- Y(t) )2 dt 
If we use the notation 
f(x~ = fo ® f(x)  dx 
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and let 
ZO -~- 
Zl(t) = g(a)x ( t  - -  a) 
z~( tl, t2) = g(oOx( t l  - ~)x ( t2  - ~) 
then the equations for (h0, hi, h2} are identical to Eqs. (28), (29), and 
(30) except hat expectations (which are denoted by a single bar) are 
replaced by integrals denoted by a double bar. The integrals have the 
same properties as the expectations if exponential weighting factors are 
used to make the kernels L 2. The presence of the fixed element has 
changed nothing in principle and the method of solution of the problem 
is the same as outlined previously. A similar result holds when x and x~ 
are sample functions of a stationary ergodic random process. 
FIXED ELEMENT WITH AMPLITUDE CONSTRAINTS 
Most systems and components used in practice cannot handle input 
amplitudes or input power larger than a certain amount. When designing 
compensation networks for such elements this characteristic cannot be 
overlooked and suitable constraints have to be placed on the input. 
However, with the mathematical technique which we are using, it is very 
difficult, or may be impossible, to include amplitude constraints directly. 
We can, however, lower the probability that the amplitude will exceed 
a certain value by constraining the mean square of this value (Newton 
et al., 1957). The technique is best illustrated by considering Fig. 6 and 
the following example. 
In Fig. 6, x is a random input which is a sample function from a 
stationary ergodie process; g is the fixed element; x~ is a random process 
related to x. It is required to design a cascade compensation f second 
degree, (h0, h~, h2}, to optimize (xd -- y)~. The optimization has to be 
done while the mean square of a quantity q, which is linearly related to 
the input of g, does not exceed a certain value, z0. The linear relation 
mentioned above appears in Fig. 6 as the linear filter L When one wants 
to limit the input power, k = 1. When the output power is to be limited, 
INPUT 
FIG. 6. Compensation with amplitude constraint 
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k = g. When the amplitude has to be limited, a suitable choice of ~0 will 
maintain the probability of entering saturation below a certain value. 
The problem to be solved is: Find (ho, hi, h2) which minimizes (xa -- 
y)2 subject o the constraint q2 < ~o • We use the Lagrange multiplier, p, 
and minimize 
(xd -  y )2+p~ 
This results in optimum filters (hop, hlo, h2p}. For every p a different non- 
linear compensation will result. Let us denote each of these filters by 
H(o) .  Then a value for ~ --- ~(p) will result. One chooses a p for which 
q~(p) < ~0 and minimizes e 2. The last step is tedious and usually one 
solves the equations for a few values of o and chooses the one which 
fulfills the requirements. 
Let 
/ *  Qo 
z l ( t )  = Jo g( ,~)x(t  - o~) do~ 
oo 
0o 
z2(h,t2)  = Jo g (a )x ( t  -- a -- t~)x(t -- a -- t2) da 
P 
Z~(t l , t2)  = Jo k (a )x ( t  -- a - -  t l )x ( t  - a - -  t2) da 
p 
Zo = Jo g( o~) do~ 
o ~o 
Zo = Jo k(o~) dol 
After applying the standard variational technique the equations for 
(ho, hi, h2) become (in shorthand notation) : 
o p 
fo h~(zl zl pZ~ Zt) xa z~ ho(zo zx pZo ZI) + da + 
[ .  P 
Jo Jo +  od, for > 0 
P P 
pZo Z2) 
f -- _ hi + Z2 da fo r  t l ,  t2 > 0 
Jo 
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All the kernels appearing on the left are symmetr ic  and  can be made 
(if they are not )L  2, and  the equations can be solved in the usual way.  In 
order to find p, the results are treated as explained in the beginning of 
the section. 
NONLINEAR FIXED ELEMENT 
In this section we shall determine the equations which define an opti- 
mum compensation network for a nonlinear fixed element. The example 
treated is instructive since it illustrates the limitation of the method of 
this work. 
In Fig. 5 let the fixed clement be a second-order filter (0, g,, g2). It is 
required to design an optimum compensation which is a linear filter, hi. 
As usual x and xa are related stationarily ergodic random processes. 
Let 
z~ = g l (~)x(~ - ~ - ~)  d~ 
z2 = g2(~)x( t  --  ~ - -  ~)x( t  - -  ~ --o- ) d~d~ 
z2 = g2(7, z )x ( t  - a - ~)x( t  - ~ - 7 )x ( t  - e - ~) d~,d¢ 
Then by applying the standard variational technique the integral equa- 




+2 fo fo fo hlhlhl[z21z21 +2z21z22] d~dTde =0 fort1 >0 
The above integral equation is no longer linear. In fact in this specific 
example the unknown kernel appears to the third "power." Equations 
which involve nonlinear compensation are even more complicated. It
might be that equations of this degree of complexity could be solved. 
Probably, the solution would be much more complicated than the solu- 
tion of the linear integral equation in the same way as the solution of an 
algebraic equation of higher order is more difficult han that of a linear 
equation. 
This example illustrates the following point. Although it is not claimed 
that equations like (48) cannot be solved, it is clear that they are too 
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complicated to be solved by our method. The eigenfunction method and 
the iteration process requires the unknown kernel hl to appear in the ith 
equation to the first power, as the proof of convergence is based on this 
fact. As this is not the case here, our method does not apply. 
One thus can conclude that the fixed element has to be linear otherwise 
the equation becomes too complicated. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper describes a systematic analytic approach to nonlinear 
filtering which can be used for any stationary random process provided 
certain averages exist. Instead of looking for the optimum possible filter 
for a given random process the method uses a filter of a given form as an 
approximation to the optimum possible continuous filter. The filter used 
is a filter of degree n- -a  filter which is described by the first n Volterra 
kernels. This approximation has the following properties: The accuracy 
of the approximation i creases with the number of kernels involved and 
its performance approaches arbitrarily close to the performance of the 
optimum possible continuous filter. The advantage of the particular form 
of approximation is that it starts with the simple elements first and adds 
more and more complicated elements as the accuracy requirements are 
increased. 
The statistical data which specify the filter are the higher order auto- 
and crosscorrelation functions. A filter of degree n is given by the first 2n 
autocorrelation and the first n crosscorrelation functions. In some eases 
conclusions as to the form of the filter can be derived from the form of 
the correlation functions. 
By choosing a specific canonical form to express the functional which 
corresponds to the nonlinear filter one actually gives up the convenience 
of using a canonical expansion in terms of functionals which are orthog- 
onal to each other. This results in equations which are much more 
complicated than those which would have corresponded to an orthogonal 
expansion. The main advantage of this choice is that the method is not 
dependent upon the specific random process in question. 
The filter of degree n is specified by a set of n simultaneous integral 
equations which are linear in the unknown kernels. This equation is 
solved by first solving the filtering problem when a single Volterra kernel 
is involved and then an iteration method is used to extend the solution 
to a filter of degree n. 
Part I I  of this paper will discuss the applicability of this method for 
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analytic solution of given problems and for experimental calculation of 
nonlinear filters. The main conclusions that will be demonstrated are 
that problems can be solved analytically although the complication 
increases very rapidly with the degree of the kernel. As the gaussian 
process is the only one for which there exists a complete statistical 
description in terms of autocorrelation a alytical treatment is limited, 
for the present, to gaussian-derived processes. The experimental char- 
acterization of the pupil of the human eye shows that the method can be 
applied to real problems. The application is fairly complicated and each 
problem has to be checked to estimate the complexity of the solution. 
APPENDIX A. SOLUTION OF TIlE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
f~ K(t, s)h(s) ds (A.1) f(t) 
where f(t) is a bounded, L 2 function and K(s, t) is symmetric and L 2 in 
each and both s and t, that is 
f~ K2(s,t) dt < ~,allsin~t; f, f K2(s,t) dsdt < ~ 
Having the above properties, K(s, t) possesses a set of eigenfunctions ~b~ 
and eigenvalues ~ (Courant and Hilbert, 1953; Smithies, 1958). The 
eigenfunctions are a normalized orthogonal set of functions which with 
the corresponding eigenvalues obey the integral equation 
~,~f~ K(s, t)~(s) ds = ¢~(t). (A.2) 
In the domain ~, K(s, t) possesses an orthogonal expansion in terms 
of its eigenfunctions and eigenvMues 
K(s, t) = ~(s )~( t )  (A.3) 
i= l  )kl 
In this series the hl are arranged according to increasing magnitude of 
O 
their absolute value I )t~ ] ___< I )t~ [ < } ~ I , "'" • The sign = means that 
the right-hand-side s ries approaches K(s, t) in the mean as n tends to 
infinity. The limit-in-the-mean becomes an equality if the kernel is 
degenerate, that is, if it possesses a finite number of eigenfunctions and 
eigenvalues, or when the kernel is continuous and definite (Mercer 
theorem). Let {¢i} be a complete set of normalized orthogonal functions 
on a such that the members of the set of eigenfunctions of K(s, t), 
{~}, are members of {¢,}. As f(t) is L" on ~ it can be expanded in terms 




f(t) = (f, d),)dp~(t) (A.4) 
(f, ¢~) = Ja f(t)¢~(t) dt (A.5) 
We will assume that f(t) can be completely specified by those members 
of {~} which are eigenfunctions of K(s, t), {~}. This means that 
f f(t)¢dt) dt 0 
when ¢~ is not a member of {~} and Eq. (A.4) can be written as 
f(t) o ~ (f, ¢~0¢/t) (A.6) 
The justification of this assumption will be shown later. 
Let us define a function hn(s) by 
h,,(s) = ~ k/f ,  ~i)~k~(s) ( t .7)  
h~(s) is a solution of Eq. (A.1) in the following sense; 
f(t) -- 1.i.m. f K(t, s)h~(s) ds; (A.8) 
The proof of this follows. 
fo (i(~) - ]~ ~(t, ~)hn(~) d~) ~ d~ 
(..9) 
= fo :~(,)dt--2 f~fo ~(,,*v(O k ~,(i, , ,>(,) a, d, 
+ fo [fo K(~, t)~__~i M(f,~O$,(s)dsl2dt 
= f J>)~,_  ~: (:,,,)= 
1 
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From Eq. (A.6) and Bessel's equality 
f f2(t) dt = (s, (Alo) 
i~1  
Using Eq. (A.10) and Eq. (A.9) we get 
f(t) = 1.i.m. f K(t, s)h~(s) ds (A.11) 
n~ao 
Before claiming that the equation is solved, the assumption that in 
our problem f(t) can be specified in the mean by the eigenfunctions of
K(s, t) has to be investigated. 
For any filter h the mean-square error is 
f~ h(t)f(t) dt -~- f~fa K(s,t)h(t)h(s) dtds (A.12) E2 ~ ~ EI-~ - -  2 
As a quadratic form E2  _-> 0 for all h. Let ~(t) be a normalized function 
orthogonal to all eigenfunctions of K(s, t). Let us assume that 
f f(t)~(t) dt ~ 0 (A.13) 
Let us choose h to be h(t) = a.~(t), where a is a constant. The mean- 
square error will be 
= ~1 --i -- 2a(f, Jp) -4- a 2 f f  K(s, 62-~ t)~(t)Jp(s( ds dt JgJu (A.14) 
= ~,-~ - 2a( f ,  ~) 
Now, by choosing a suitable a, the above expression can be made nega- 
tive, or e2 ~ < 0. From this it follows that ~(t) does not exist, or, f(t) can 
be specified in the mean by the eigenfunctions of K(s, t). 
APPENDIX B. CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION PROCESS AND 
UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION 
It  will be proved that the iteration process converges to a solution of 
the equations which is unique except for an operator which does not 
effect he error. 
Let us consider the series of filters which result from the iteration 
process and the corresponding values of the mean-square error. 
ho 1, hi 1, h21, ho ~, hx 2, h2 ~, ho 3, hi 3, h23, • • • , h3 j, hi ~', h2 J (B.1) 
0 1 2 1 2 3. 0 1 2 0 1 2 (B  2 )  
E1 , 61 , (~1 ~ E2 E2 E2 , E3 E3 63 ~ " " " :, 6 j  E j  E j  ; " " " 
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As a result of the method in which the series (B.1) was constructed, the 
i+1 ]+1 i+ l  • filter (h0 , hi , ha ) IS better than or equal in performance to (ho e, h~, h2J). 
Any filter which is constructed of three adjoining expressions of Eq. 
(B.1) is better than or equal in performance to any filter which is con- 
structed from h/s which appear in Eq. (B.1) in an earlier position. This 
means that 
E~ >- ~/ i f i> j  and l>  k 
or the series (B.2) is monotone decreasing. As the mean-square error is 
positive, ejk > 0 (all k and j )  and the series is bounded from below. As 
the series is monotonic and bounded the limit 
0,1,2 
exists. Let us denote the upper lower bound of the series by e 
0,1,2 e = limi-,~ e~ 
Let (ha, hi, h2) be the filter which eorresponds to the error e. (ho, hi,  h..} 
will be 
h0 = l im j~ hoe; hi = l im~ h~J; h2 = l im~ h2 ~ (B.3) 
We claim that <h0, hi , h2} are solutions of the integral equations. 
In order to prove this, let us first consider another property of the 
series (B.1) and (B.2). 
By using notation (40) and the expression for the error (46), we get 
the following relations between errors which correspond to two succes- 
sive iteration steps. 
0 2 = --(Ah0k) 2 < 0 
- - - 2  
1 o Ahkx ~ - ~ = - ( f  ) <_o  
.2 
2 1 (fAh2kxx ~ - ~ = - ) <_0  
The expression for the filter is of the form 
Ah = ~ a~b~ 
1 
where 6~ are the eigenfunctions of the corresponding autocorrelation 
function. Thus, the improvement in the mean square error at each 
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iteration step is of the form 
2 
/,o = Ea ,  
M 
where the M are the corresponding eigenvalues. As the eigenvalues are 
positive, Ae = 0 only if all a~ are zero. 
Thus, an iteration stage cannot cause changes in the filter which do 
not improve the performance. The filter is either improved or remains 
unchanged. 
Now, assume that (h0, hi, h2) is not a solution of the equations. Then 
h: and h2 can be assumed as given and by using the iteration process, 
Eq. (28), one can find k0, the optimum filter of zero degree, when h: and 
h2 are given. Now, if k0 is not equal to h0, then by this process some 
improvement is achieved and the error corresponding to (k0, h:, h2) 
is smaller than e. However, e is the upper lower bound of the iteration 
series (B.2). This leads us to a contradiction and implies that k0 = h0 
and (h0, h:, h2) are solutions of the first equation. We can treat Eqs. 
(38) and (39) similarly and find that (h0, h:, h2) is the solution of the 
equations. Or 
lim ho' lim{x-~d f '-:- ff~-:--,} = - h:  xdo~- -  h2 xxdotd  (B.4) 
lim f h~'7~do~=limf~- ho~-X  ff ha-iTf, a a¢} (B.S) 
(..6) 
The result of the iteration process is unique in the sense that any other 
solution of the equation does not improve the error. 
Let (h0, h:, h2) be the result of the iteration process and (k0,/q, k2) 
another filter which fulfills Eqs. (28), (29), and (30). We shall prove that 
the error corresponding to (k0, k:, k2) is equal to that which corresponds 
to (ho, h:, h2). 
Let 
Aho = ko -- ho 
Ah: = k: - -  h i  
Ah2 = k2 -- h2 (B.7) 
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The mean square error when (/co, kl, k2} is used is 
_ _  _ f f f  ~k 2 = xd 2 -- ko xd -- kl xxd da - k2 xxxd do~ d5 (B.8) 
From Eqs. (28), (29), and (30) for {ko, £1, £2} 
• -~ = ~o+ f ~xd~ + ff ~,~d~d~ 
xx--~ = ,~o ~ + f ~ x~ d~ + f f  k2 xxx  da d~ 
- f f f  xxxd = ]co xx + kl xxx  da + k2 xxxx  doe d~ 
Putting these values in Eq. (46) we get 
:- -- xd~ - koko - f kl f k~ ~ d. d~ f f  k2 f f  k~== d~ d~ d~ d~ 
~o f k~x~o_ ~ f ~ ff  ~ ~o~ ~ - ~o ff  ~o~ 
By using notations from Eq. (B.7) we get (dropping the dx notation) 
- _ f  f -  ~" = xa 2 -- ho ho + 2Aho ho + Aho" hi hi xx  
+ ~f ~f~ + f ~f~-  ff,~ff~,,~x 
+2f f~f fh~=xx-2  f (hoh~ + ~hoh~ + ho~h~ 
+ Ahl Aho)x da - -  2 f f f  hi h2 + Ahl h~ + hi Ah2 
+ Ah~ Ah~)xxx da dfl d~" - 2 f f  (ho h~_ + Aho h2 + ho Ah2 
+ Aho Ah2)xx da dt3 
The Aho, Ah~, Ah2 are related by the following equations which are de- 
rived by subtracting Eqs. (28), (29), and (30) for (ho, hi, h~) from the 
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same equat ions for (k0, k l ,  k2~ 
0 = Aho + f Ahlx da + ff Ah2 xx da dfl 
O = + f xx + f f  xxx da 
O -- xx + f xxx da ÷ f f  xxxx 
Using these equat ions and once again Eqs. (28),  (29), and (30) for 
(hohlh2) we get 
= - f xxd de - f f  h2 xx d d  
which is the same as Eq. (46) and proves our claim. 
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